
On September 28, Hurricane Ian made landfall near Cayo Costa in southwestern Florida as
a deadly Category 4 storm. Ian produced heavy rains, dangerous and unprecedented storm
surge and strong wind. Many Floridians in Southwest Florida lost their homes, businesses,
and some lost their lives. 

Hurricane Ian brought winds of over 150 mph and storm surge of 18 feet, causing over two
million power outages in its path through the state. The destruction is unimaginable, but
the first responders, volunteers, and resilient residents have quickly begun restoration
efforts, made possible by the fast response of the energy industry.

This  Power Source we dedicate to everyone impacted by Hurricane Ian and the amazing
disaster response teams and energy companies across the state that have worked around
the clock on restoration efforts. The collective and collaborative effort show the resilience
of our people, and together we are #FloridaStrong. 

To contribute to the Florida Disaster Fund, visit floridadisasterfund.org or text DISASTER to
20222.
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Duke Energy Shares Restoration Pictures
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Florida Power and Light shares Restoration Pictures
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Amy Zubaly made a statement on the incredible partnership from around the country."
More than 750 line resources from 125 utilities in 22 states have come to our aid to assist

with power restoration following Hurricane Ian. Our deepest gratitude to all who answered
the call for help.” - Amy Zubaly, Executive Director, Florida Municipal Electric Association

Utility CEO's reflect on Hurricane Ian

"Hurricane Ian will go down as one of the most destructive and powerful hurricanes to ever
hit our state," Eric Silagy, chairman and CEO of FPL, said in a statement. "Getting the lights
back on after such a destructive storm is no small task, but it's a challenge we've planned

and trained for with an army of workers. Rest assured, we will not stop until every last
customer is restored." - Eric Silagy, Chairman and CEO, Florida Power and Light

 

“During emergencies, our customers count on us,” said Melissa Seixas, state president, Duke
Energy Florida. “We are proud to work alongside the organizations that are on the front lines

providing critical relief and recovery services across the communities we serve. We are
grateful for their service to those impacted by this devastating storm.”- Melissa Seixas,

President, Duke Energy Florida
 

Careers in Energy Week

This week has been proclaimed by the Governor
as Careers in Energy Week in Florida.  For links

to resources promoting careers in the energy
industry, please visit the below resources from

the Center for Energy Workforce Development. 
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https://cewd.org/resources/cewd-promote-the-profession/
https://mcusercontent.com/d1797edf018983e2441ce8dcd/files/c9ce22ac-85bf-7d4f-a568-ceb99829db95/CIE_Week_2022_Proclamation.pdf

